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Objective

As a Military Intelligence Analyst, responsible for utilizing and developing a wide range of abilities,
education, training, and experience. Assess information, provide judgments, and make 
recommendations to support our ability to take action to mitigate threats. 

Skills

Critical Thinking, Analytical, Problem Solving, Decision Making.

Work Experience

Military Intelligence Analyst
ABC Corporation  January 2005 – October 2007 
 Responsible for operating and maintaining a variety of multi-million dollar state-of-the-art 

electronic systems, communication equipment, and related computer systems.
 Provided physical security management services at overseas and domestic installations.
 Inspected facilities, noting discrepancies, and making recommendations.
 Supported to CI investigation through liaison with Counterintelligence Agents and other 

members of the DoD and intelligence community.
 Recorded checks, data research, and social networking analysis through the use of 

intelligence and law enforcement databases and search engines.
 Researched using social networking tools, digital mapping programs, and law enforcement 

database and research tools, including Open Source (OSINT) and classified searches.
 Analyzed of intelligence information to assess developments, trends, and threat implications 

through comprehensive knowledge of intelligence threat analysis to include forecasting 
and/or other analytical methodologies.

Military Intelligence Analyst
Delta Corporation  2009 – 2010 
 Assessed information to determine the importance and reliability of such, maintain and cross-

reference records, prepare intelligence.
 Performed Top Secret Clearance with the responsibilities of supervision, analyzing numerous 

complex data, and generating classified reports to the military.
 Created a database to track HVI (High-Value Individuals), briefed outgoing transportation 

convoys about intelligence on their routes, and the current trends being used depending on 
their AO (Area of Operation).

 Prepared all sources of intelligence products to support the combat commander.
 Performed overseeing and analyzing battlefield information.
 Developed a process to prevent insurgent activities.
 Experienced in monitoring satellite activities.

Education
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